
ONSITE POWER GAINS MOMENTUM AS THE ALBERTA ELECTRICITY 
MARKET TRANSITIONS

The Alberta electricity market is in a state of transition: the retirement of coal fired power generation, the procurement of renewables at 
record low rates, and the development of a capacity market.

The general sentiment is that this is a positive change that will lead to a cleaner electricity grid with less volatile prices, but it will come 
at a cost. Large electricity consumers have two options: sit back and watch electricity prices rise, or proactively be part of the solution 
with the prospect of saving energy costs, reducing greenhouse gas emissions, and ensuring long-term cost certainty. 

To better understand the market transition, we caught up with Jason Beblow, President and Founder of URICA, a Calgary based Energy 
Management firm. 

After record low power commodity prices averaging $20.23/MWh in 2016 through 2017 with little volatility, Beblow expects we will 
see prices more than double – in the range of $45/MWh in 2018, $55/MWh in 2020, $50/MWh in 2022, and $45/MWh in 2028.  
“With coal fired assets being retired or converted to natural gas, there will be less excess supply in the market, driving the commodity 
price of electricity up. This will continue through 2021, as there will likely not be any new large generation built (>400 MW) prior to the 
introduction of the capacity market. The exception is the construction of approximately 1,300 MW of wind power resulting from the 
Alberta Renewable Electricity Program, which will serve to push spot prices lower. This will likely result in spot price polarity; when the 
wind is blowing the market price for power will be low, but when the wind is not blowing the market price for power will be high. The 
average should come in at around $50/MWh. Assuming the introduction of the capacity market, power prices will average lower over a 
ten-year time span. The capacity market will mute the volatility of the commodity price, but consumers will likely see higher delivered 
electricity prices overall due to the addition of the capacity component.”

The power commodity price however is only one piece of the true cost of delivered power. For consumers in Alberta, the cost of transmission 
is edging higher as well. Based on the latest forecast from the Alberta Electric System Operator (AESO), the average transmission rate is 
expected to climb from approximately $33/MWh in 2018 to $42/MWh in 2022 – an increase of 27%.  

The Opportunity for Onsite Power
As protection from the rising electricity prices, many large electricity consumers in Alberta are considering different strategies, from 
hedging power prices, to generating power onsite with natural gas fueled solutions. The most promising is onsite power. “By moving to 
onsite power, a consumer now has a fixed heat rate which effectively converts the exposure from hourly priced electricity, to daily priced 
natural gas – a commodity in excess supply in Alberta,” Beblow explains.

There are additional savings with onsite power 
as well. “In general, onsite power allows a net 
consumer of electricity to avoid transmission 
costs, as it can help reduce strain on the 
transmission system. The only caveat to this 
is that the transmission systems in Alberta 
are already overbuilt and can handle several 
years of demand growth. This means the level 
of transmission cost avoidance is location 
dependent. In terms of onsite power that exceeds 
the site’s electrical load, additional revenue 
streams can be realized by exporting power, 
including commodity, operating reserves (for 
capacity greater than 5.0 MW), and distributed 
generation credits.”
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3.2 MW Combined Heat and Power plant at a greenhouse operation in Coaldale, Alberta.



The capacity market will soon provide a new opportunity for consumers with onsite power to save, either by avoiding capacity costs 
by producing power onsite during times when the grid needs capacity the most, or by participating in the capacity market to generate 
revenue. 

It has been said by numerous industry experts – the Alberta natural gas pipeline network is the new power grid. It is a vast and  
wide-reaching network with an abundant supply of cheap gas. In addition, LNG supply (a virtual pipeline) into remote areas pretty much 
completes the (new) power grid. 

Environmental Benefits of Onsite Power
Beyond the electricity cost savings for the consumer, there are inherently significant environmental benefits with onsite power. With 
Combined Heat and Power (CHP), where the waste energy of the gas engines is captured to produce hot water or steam for the site, 
the total efficiency of the CHP plant can be up to 90%. When compared to electricity from the current Alberta grid, a typical CHP plant 
can reduce greenhouse gas emissions by over 2,400 tonnes/MW per year. That is equivalent to taking 510 gasoline fueled cars off the 
road per MW of CHP.

These greenhouse gas emission reductions can be turned into cost savings as well. With the new Carbon Competitiveness  
Incentive Regulation (CCIR), introduced in January 2018, a facility with onsite power can opt-in to the CCIR even if it is below the  
100,000 tonnes/year greenhouse gas emissions threshold. By opting in, the facility only pays a carbon levy on greenhouse gas emissions 
above the best in class benchmark. For electricity generation, this benchmark is 0.37 tonnes/MWh, which is based on a combined 
cycle gas turbine plant. Given the high efficiency of modern gas reciprocating engines such as GE-Jenbacher, the emissions intensity 
considering electricity alone can be as low as 0.48 tonnes/MWh. When thermal energy is included, allowable in the CCIR if it is used for 
industrial heat, the emissions intensity can be as low as 0.30 tonnes/MWh, meaning the CHP plant could generate carbon credits.

Example comparison of grid costs vs. CHP costs, year 2020

 

Assumptions: Distribution connected site that is a net consumer of electricity (no export), the CHP operates in parallel with the grid,  

natural gas cost $2/GJ, CO2 cost $30/tonne, 15-year term, 10% discount rate, 3% escalation. 

Government of Alberta Incentives
A new program, Custom Energy Solutions, was released in May 2018 by Energy Efficiency Alberta, a Government of Alberta agency. 
This program incentivizes industrial, institutional, and commercial facility owners up to $1,000,000 to reduce their greenhouse gas 
emissions through energy efficiency upgrades. New CHP plants can qualify for this incentive and receive a capital cost reduction based 
on greenhouse gas emissions reduced. The facility needs to choose to either opt-in to the CCIR or pursue the incentive. Although this 
needs to be considered on a case-by-case basis, a CHP facility greater than 3 MW (electrical) will typically be better off with the annual 
carbon levy reductions through the CCIR than with the one-time capital cost reduction through the Custom Energy Solutions incentive.  
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A Case in Point
A great example of an electricity consumer in Alberta taking action is a produce company, which is currently installing a new 3.2 MW 
CHP plant at its greenhouse operation in Coaldale, Alberta. Through a partnership with Signalta Resources Limited (Signalta), a CHP 
developer, and Enerflex, the authorized distributor of GE-Jenbacher in Canada, three GE-Jenbacher J320 gas engines are currently 
being installed. The high efficiency gas engines will provide the greenhouses with electricity, heat, as well as CO2, which helps fertilize 
the plants. The CO2 is captured from the engine exhaust, scrubbed by a catalyst system, and then injected into the greenhouses. The 
engines will also provide power to the Alberta grid during periods of high demand.  

Rob Chad, President and COO of Signalta, expects that all in, including savings from power, heat, and CO2, the greenhouse operation will 
realize savings of over 35% versus the grid. “A lot of savings are the direct result of the bi-products like heat and CO2, as well as through 
participation in the peaking market,” explains Chad. 

Signalta typically uses a joint venture (JV) model with industrial clients, where Signalta will build, own, operate, and maintain the CHP 
plant, as well as provide project financing with buy-out options. Chad stressed the importance of complete transparency of the project 
economics with the client. “Understanding the capital costs, operating costs, and navigating through a constant flux of market dynamics 
can add up to significant savings for the client. To fully understand this, there must be transparency. There needs to be open and frank 
discussion on all risk factors as well as upsides within a JV – we share the risks and the rewards.”

Optimal Use Cases
Along with greenhouses, other sectors that have realized success with CHP include food and beverage, automotive manufacturing, 
hospitals, and university/college campuses, to name a few. There is strong potential at natural gas processing facilities as well, which may 
have the added benefit of lower cost natural gas for fuel at site. Any size of CHP plant could be considered, but generally, the economics 
are more favorable at facilities with a consistent heat requirement and an electrical demand greater than 1 MW. The economics are 
particularly strong at greater than 3 MW.   

Collaboration Breeds Innovation
It can be challenging to assess a project’s viability with so many variables at play. Collaboration with partners such as URICA, Signalta, 
Enerflex, and GE-Jenbacher can make onsite power easier to understand, implement, and optimize. Clarity upfront, particularly with the 
host facility is paramount. It is equally important to understand the technical solution as it is the shifting winds of political influence, 
prevailing regulations and available incentives. In Alberta, onsite power is picking up momentum and will thrive across a multitude of 
industry sectors. This will lead to cost savings and greenhouse gas emission reductions at each site implementing onsite power, and 
also for the province as a whole. True entrepreneurial spirit will take flight as we come to fully understand the benefits of onsite power 
in Alberta. 

For more information call your local Enerflex or GE-Jenbacher representative or visit www.enerflex.com. 
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